EaseUS New 9.9 Mac Hard Drive Recovery
Solution Comes with Bootable Media
Available for Any Emergency in Data
Recovery
NEW YORK, N.Y., April 6, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EaseUS has announced
that its new Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.9 continues to innovate in the
Mac data recovery software field with Bootable Media available now when OS
fails to start. Besides, lost files can be restored directly from Time
Machine backup drive in time. The RAW recovery in 9.9 version recognizes more
file types exactly and speeds up the whole procedure.
After a long period research and public survey, EaseUS finds out that 30%
users who take data recovery on Mac get caught by OS bootable trouble in
which system is unable to boot up and there is no response on Mac OS X.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard Bootable Media for Mac makes it remarkably simple
to recover all lost files even when system crash occurs and OS X cannot be
launched.
At the same time, Data Recovery Wizard for Mac with Bootable Media, which
only USB disk is capable of now, together takes on data recovery course in a
safer way especially for those lost files stored on system disk, because that
it protects original data from any further operations which may cause more
severe damages.
Likewise, Mac data recovery from Time Machine backup drive in this 9.9
edition attracts much public attention for its ease-to-use and effectiveness.
Except for restoring deleted files from Trash, from formatted hard drive or
lost partition, setting up Time Machine backup drive is pretty helpful as a
rapid rescue matter when data loss happens. Backing up crucial photos,
documents, video, music, audio and emails regularly to Time Machine in
advance allows to directly get all lost data back in time effortlessly and
restore Mac immediately.
Under RAW recovery that is usually used for serious data loss situations,
more file types can be retrieved exactly. Also data recoverability and
scanning speed increase to a large extent. This in-depth recovery progress
contributes to the repair success.
EaseUS Mac hard drive recovery solution is an easy way to settle down
complicated data recovery project that is accessible for different data loss
cases. Intuitive UI design of the 9.9 edition leads all restoring operation
go more smoothly where less professional IT skill is enough.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.9 available at:
http://www.easeus.com/mac-data-recovery-software/.

About EaseUS Software:
EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users,
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition
manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100
million wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com.
“EaseUS” is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd.
Twitter: @easeus_software
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